MILLENNIUM

This Millennium Fabricationsʼ 7.6m plate
sportscruiser is an ʻair riderʼ by name and nature.
Designed by WAʼs Gavin Mair, it once again raises the
holy grail of the industry; combining the best
elements of a catʼs ride and handling, with the
economy and efficiency of a mono.

by MIKE BROWN
ILLENNIUM
Fabrication is about as far
from mass production as
Austal Ships is – and they
build very few more
vessels – but although every boat is built
to order every one so far has been a
trailer boat, though admittedly some
have needed one hell of a trailer and
tow vehicle.
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Millennium, almost inevitably being
Western Australian, builds in plate
aluminium and further specialises by
building only Air Rider hulls from the
board of WA naval architect Gavin Mair.
Air Riders are a modern take on the
cathedral or tri-hulls that had their
heyday 20-odd years ago. Those earlier
models mainly did not live up to their
promise of offshore superiority, with high

drag and odd handling as common extra
problems.
The Air Riders had a long evolution
and have ended up as firm favourites
with off-the-beach abalone divers in
South Australia, and sea rescue groups in
places with terrible weather. As well as a
rough water reputation they have also
gained Brownie points for their frugal use
of power and fuel. They are far from

frugal in construction hours and welding
wire. Look at an Air Rider before it gets
its skin over the framework, and you
would swear that if you poured a bucket
of water over it minutes would pass
before it all made it through to the floor.
Which of course means this must be
one tough boat. Those innumerable
stringers are stitch welded but everything
else gets a continuous weld, and the large
number of surfaces to the shell plating
adds a lot of stiffness too. The weather
nature laid on for the day gave the
review boat every opportunity to show
me how good it was.
The buyer of the reviewed Millennium
760, a fanatically keen fisherman, wanted
the capability to fish almost regardless of
the weather, and he wanted to do it
anywhere on the coast. It had to be a
caravan for use on fishing trips north as
well as a first class fishing platform. He
wanted workmanlike accommodation
rather than luxury, and was keener on
space than space filled with stuff.
The near rectangular plan form of an
Air Rider gives a good start and makes
great use of the dimensions of 7.6m (hull
length) by 2.7m. The fore cabin contains
an electric flushing toilet, and bunks that
infill to make a gigantic bed. The cabin is
sealed off by a unique – I think – roller
door. Each segment of the door is foam
filled to cut off noise when the bow is
working hard.
Over half the cockpit is covered by
hardtop, the forward part virtually a
backless wheelhouse with sliding side
glass. The driver gets a locker-mounted
armchair and the passengers a fore and
aft settee to port. This is really a galley
with an upholstered top; un-Velcro the
cushion and squab and you reveal a towburner stove and a sink, with a fridge and
locker below.
Above the seats two opening skylights
let the driver and lookout stand on the
seats and get a high view when passing
through reef areas – steering by autopilot
remote instead of the traditional feet.
One of the planned fishing areas is the
Abrolhos Islands, and it is one place you
need the best view you can get.
The rest of the cockpit affords plenty
of elbowroom for a bunch of anglers, and
there is all the equipment they could ask
for, headed by lots of handholds. There is

an enormous mid-deck icebox, a bait
board with various locations, and a
regiment of rocket launchers, and a big
catch tank. Tucked away in the transom
are two house and a single starting
battery, and on the hardtop is a 175W
solar panel to feed them.

The 7.6m Air Rider doing it with ease on a rough
day. (lead pic)
Millennium Fabrications’ Peter Sandy at the helm.
(top)
Solar panel, hatches, rod holders, oversize esky,
bait board, what more could a man want? (above)

The wind was onshore at 35kts or so,
the swell around five metres and the sea
significant to say the least. A bit of caution
called for here, I thought, but not builder
Peter Sandy, who had the wheel. He
pointed the bow at the sea and pushed
the throttle as far forward as it would go.
We reached 31.5kts in quick time, just to
show it was possible, before he dropped
back to the low 20s.
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Leaning nicely into a turn.

Thirty one and a half knots had been
better than tolerable despite a few jolts
and the new speed was actually
comfortable.
For a three-tonne boat with 260hp,
31.5kts is a very good result. According to
the designer, Air Rider has a literal
meaning. At speed, air is rammed into the
two tunnels, generating lift and reducing
wetted surface area and drag – as well as
softening any impacts.
A lot of the credit for the performance
goes to the motor, a Yanmar 6BY260Z
diesel driving via a Bravo 3 leg. Although
260hp is on the modest side for the boat
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weight, three litres of turbocharged six
cylinder diesel has torque (550nm @
2,500 r/mn) coming out of its ears. It
means instant response to the throttle,
which often enough is more important
than speed; think clearing away from reef
when a breaker turns up.
This is a new engine, and different in
philosophy from most marine Yanmars.
Not surprising when you consider it is
the same engine you find in 5-Series
BMWs. It is direct-injection and intercooled, light – just 315kg – quiet, and
extraordinarily clean in the emissions
department. And, naturally, is very easy on
the fuel. At a steady 24kts consumption

A well equipped console
with a large colour
sounder/plotter. (far left)
The vessel owner Colin
Sandy checking his wallet
after taking delivery of his
new toy. (left)
Many years of design
evolution by Global
Marine’s Gavin Mair show
in this awesome bow shot
at speed. (bottom)

was 1.2L/mile, so range from the 450L
tanks should be 375 miles.
In almost any boat, the conditions we
were experiencing would have been at
best endurable; in the Millennium it was
fun. Its response to throttle and wheel
was predictable, and it relished being
thrown around in the boisterous
conditions. There is no doubt this boat
will get you to any fishing spot in any
weather than would make fishing
possible, and its stability once there
would be among the best. We did not
actually try fishing, but three heavyweights
at the rail made no noticeable impact on
the boat’s stance. Almost like standing on
a jetty.
We put the 760 back onto a steel
trailer that combined with the boat to
give a trailing weight of 3.8T. The owner’s
Chev Silverado will cope with ease and
legality, but for those who need to get
the weight below 3.5T Millennium will
build an aluminium trailer.
The other consideration is the 2.7m
beam; you wil need a permit and will
have restricted towing hours – neither of
which makes much practical difference.
There will never be many of these boats
around, and not everybody wants this
much capability anyway. But there are a
few people for whom nothing else will do.

SPECIFIC ATIONS
Length Overall
Length hull
Beam
Power
Yanmar
Fuel capacity
Dry weight
Top speed (3 adults, 200L fuel)
Price from
Price as reviewed

8.5m
7.6m
2.7m

6BY260Z, 260hp diesel + Mercruiser Bravo 3 leg
450L
3T
31.5kts
$170,000 + GST
$220,000 + GST

Builder
Millennium Fabrication
21 Reservoir Road, Orange Grove, WA 6109
p: 0400 501 061
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